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Drastic fluctuation of asset prices not only affects investment of physical economy 
and economic growth, but also the financial system stability. Therefore, the study of the 
relationship between monetary policy and asset prices has strong significance. The 
existed literature on monetary policy and asset prices are generally based on total 
liquidity, all ignore the role of bank liquidity creation in the process. By the mismatch 
of assets and liabilities, bank create liquidity on the balance sheet by financing 
relatively illiquid assets with relatively liquid liabilities. Bank has an important role in 
the credit channel of monetary policy, to understand the role of monetary policy, we 
have to study the bank liquidity creation. This paper studies the relationship among 
monetary policy, bank liquidity creation and asset prices, furthermore, we study how 
monetary policy respond to asset prices fluctuation in order to ensure economic growth 
and the stability of bank system. 
Firstly, after review on the existed literature, we check the relationship between 
monetary policy and bank liquidity creation from the view of micro factors and bank 
risk-taking behavior, meanwhile, we discusse the amplification mechanism of liquidity 
risk during crisis. Empirical analysis has two steps, firstly, test the effects of monetary 
policy on bank liquidity creation, secondly, we add the volatility index of interbank 
market lending rate to the equation, which represents bank’s liquidity expectation. 
Results showed that tight monetary policy will significantly reduce bank liquidity 
creation growth, however, there is heterogeneous effect of monetary policy on small 
bank and large bank. During crisis, drastic fluctuation of inter-bank interest rate makes 
a sharp drop of bank liquidity creation. 
Secondly, after the description of asset prices cycle in China, we analyze how 
monetary affects asset portfolios through bank liquidity creation and asset liquidity, 
then affect asset prices. By reallocation of assets and liabilities, bank changes liquidity 
creation scale which flows into the economy. In China, bank provide liquidity to real 













 only flow into the real estate market, but also flow to stock market through trust, margin 
trading pledge, stock pledges and private placement. Empirical results showed that two 
kinds of asset prices will be affected by liquidity creation change impulse. Compare to 
estate prices, stock prices respond more quickly on bank liquidity creation, but bank 
liquidity creation influence real estate prices for a long time, the difference stems from 
different capital flows in the two markets. 
Thirdly, based on the former parts, we analyze how asset prices affect bank liquidity 
creation through bank capital, financing costs, and bank’s asset portfolios. When bank 
faces asset prices volatility, to seek a best point among liquidity, security and 
profitability, it can change the overall leverage, mainly through the adjustment of loan 
assets, which including size and structure of loan assets. The empirical analysis showed 
that China’s real estate prices and stock prices had a significant impact on bank liquidity 
creation, but asset prices only had significant effects to small bank’s liquidity creation 
growth difference. Furthermore, two kinds of assets on small bank liquidity creation 
growth difference is different, the rising of real asset price make on balance sheet 
liquidity creation growth faster, but the rising of stock price make off balance sheet 
liquidity creation growh faster. 
Finally, we analyze the impact of asset prices on the macroeconomic from the view 
of bank liquidity creation, futhurmore, we get the optimal monetary policy from the 
welfare loss function of Central Bank. Excessive rising in the probability of credit 
crunch will make a welfare losses, so the Central Bank needs to take positive monetary 
policy. At the end, accordance to monetary policy environment of China's economy, we 
give some advises on the choices of monetary policy instrument. 
The significance of this paper: (a) analysis on the sharp reduction of bank liquidity 
creation from the view of liquidity expectation in the interbank market; (b) we have a 
comprehensive study of the relationship among monetary policy, bank liquidity creation 
and asset prices, particularly, we analyze monetary policy and asset prices from the 
perspective of bank liquidity creation，our conclusions provide some references for the 
monetary policy and the choices of instruments. 
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